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Chapter 30 ~ Under Siege 

Gung Loi 

They came as shadows of the night—fleeting images, like 

ghosts upon a backdrop of deathly darkness. Ready the islanders 

were not; it was the tenth night since mobilisation; the enemy had 

arrived early. Gung Loi and two platoons had been up near the 

Seer’s cavern, practicing stealth traps using snares; it had seemed 

like a game, until one of their mantraps caught somebody.  

The still night air was shattered by a staccato burst of loud 

noise, and the vegetation nearby was sprayed with a magic wind 

that caused holes to appear in leaves and trunks. They dove for 

cover, but one of her men went down bleeding badly from a nasty 

wound to his arm. In that moment she realised why the Guardian 

insisted one from each team learned physical healing, another 

specialist being a messenger. 

Although the night was utter darkness, their eyes had grown 

accustomed to the low-level light, and could see comparatively 

well. Gung Loi signalled her men to action; she needed to know 

what they had caught. The team edged silently forwards, and saw a 

man dangling by his foot from a tree. He wore strange clothing and 

was speaking urgently with himself. 

Gung Loi needed to warn the Guardian, dispatching two 

runners immediately, the fastest to the Guardian’s home, and 

another to bring up their other platoons training nearer the Halfway 

House. She doubted either would reach their destination before the 

alarm was raised, but she had to ensure word got out. 

Gung Loi wanted to take care of the intruder, but anticipated 

other invaders could be nearby. She also thought the area an odd 

place for an intruder to be lurking; the only thing thereabouts of 

any significance was the Seer’s cavern, less than one hundred 

paces from their current position. That would be a military target 

she surmised, the catch was probably a scout. There would likely 

be another on the other side of the track to the Halfway House. 

The Guardian had said the enemy could talk to each other over 

long distances, and also had a special way of seeing, making the 

night time like day. He also insisted, that before any attack they 

had to, ‘know the enemy’.  
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Gung Loi set her platoons to ‘ninja mode’, as the Guardian had 

called it, their job, to search, isolate, kill, and disappear. She sent 

one platoon across to the other side of the trail, their task to work 

stealthily towards the Seer’s cavern; she planned to do the same on 

their side. The platoon circled around their captive; making slow, 

if steady progress. They spotted another intruder wary of crossing 

over to their side. He was looking into a short tube on top of a 

strange stick; his other eye had something covering it. 

Defenders spread out, taking deep cover at his chosen crossing 

place, and waited. Using trees for cover, Gung Loi had edged 

towards him, and sprinted closer as he ran across the track. She 

knew they were dreadfully close together, but dared not look for 

fear of being spotted. One of her men pointed to her left, and 

shortly made the signal to run. An unusual thrill heightened her 

senses; this was no longer a game. It was real. 

She felt a presence nearby and rose behind a tree, drawing her 

lethal blade. The outsider walked passed, he was wearing the same 

strange clothes, and smelled peculiar. He was but inches from her. 

She reached out, covering his mouth and nose from behind with 

her hand, yanked his head back, and slit his throat. He did not 

make a sound, but something in his ear did. A headband fixed it, 

and a thin, curved stick came out of it, finishing near his mouth. 

“The secret of talking over long distances no doubt,” she mused. 

Gung Loi picked up his stick, and held it the way the hostile 

had done. She looked into the tube, and it turned the world a weird 

sort of green, but enabled her to see as clear as day. She could 

make out a thin, hair-like cross inside, and wondered what it was 

for. Removing the enemy’s headband, she was surprised to 

discover it had an eyepiece and small box attached. The eyepiece 

also made the world green and like daylight. She gave it to the 

platoon commander, and with the gift of seeing into the night, they 

made swift progress. 

Gung Loi had sent the team to scout ahead, remaining with 

two soldiers to take out the trapped man; she reasoned he would 

talk unless killed, and they needed his seeing ability. A stone 

thudded nearby in warning; they took cover, watched, and waited. 

Two of the enemy arrogantly approached, as if island forces 

posed them little threat. They laughed at their comrade, before 
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cutting him down. She had no idea what they said to each other, 

but after examining the mantrap, and a cursory look around, the 

invaders headed back from whence they came. Gung Loi and her 

men followed them until they neared the dogleg crossroads below 

Weid Noi’s cave. The hostiles waved to a nearby lookout, and set 

to traverse the cross-trail. With signals and stealth, Gung Loi’s 

forces silently took them all out: five down, but out of how many? 

Gung Loi sent two men north towards the Seer’s home, with 

orders to cross the main trail one hundred paces away, and double 

back on the other side of the track. They were to indicate if all was 

clear. She sent another to instruct their other platoon to do 

likewise, but south. In the meantime, the rest of her team built 

mantraps; it was work for those not keeping watch, and would 

assist them if they needed to run for it. 

In due course, Gung Loi got word that three more lookouts 

were dead, the tally eight. Gung Loi’s platoons were in control of 

all land north, west and south. The enemy held a small area of 

territory directly in front of the cave entrance. She sent scouts 

forward to discover the enemy positions, but not engage.  

She received word from her spies, there were three men 

covering the entrance to the cave. She presumed there would be 

similar on the other side, and was detailing their plan of attack, 

when shots rang out, followed by a loud explosion; the island 

scouts had been discovered. Reckless, Gung Loi and her men 

charged the target; they threw knives and spears that would kill an 

ordinary man. Instead of victory, the enemy pulled out the blades 

and tossed them aside, before opening fire with their sticks. Island 

troops dived for cover, rolled away, and ran for their lives. 

Gung Loi cursed, “Our element of surprise is gone. Wasted!” 

She did not understand the enemy well enough. Determined to 

make amends, she checked one of the enemy dead, and discovered 

she could not stab his torso, but his arms, legs, and face could be 

wounded. Curious, she removed his clothing, and discovered a 

shirt like the Guardian’s, but so thick her blade could not 

penetrated it. She could stab the dead body beneath. Now Gung 

Loi understood, and passed the word at once, donning the vest, and 

urging others to do the same. She tried to stab the heavy hat, her 

blade ricocheted off; she put that on as well. 
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Recalling the Guardians words she remembered her training, 

“‘Ninja style’ is good when the enemy does not know you are 

there.” They had been discovered, so she changed the tactics, again 

repeating her training, “‘Viet Cong style’; camouflage, lie in wait, 

attack, disappear; lure the enemy into your traps, kill them, take 

their weapons, vanish.” 

Weid Noi approached with other platoons from the Halfway 

House, fortunately she had been away that evening. Gung Loi set 

her reserve forces to work at once; they would give ground only 

upon their own terms. She sent small teams to flank the enemy, to 

try to get behind them, and attack from the rear. 

Her commands were almost complete when the air shimmered 

nearby, and the messenger returned. “The Guardian has asked you 

to contain this area, and once secure, advance where possible. He 

asked me to take you to him when your briefing is complete.” 

Knowing they were no longer alone lifted moral, and with final 

words to her troops, Gung Loi sent her special forces into action. 

She left with the messenger and Weid Noi moments later, 

transporting directly to the control centre. 

 

The Guardian 

I came awake to the unnatural sound of distant gunfire, 

followed by an explosion. It had begun. n’Gnung was already 

rising to join me. I shook Jinnie awake, before we raced to the 

woodshed and transported. Within moments, we were taking our 

places in the control centre. I scanned quickly for intrusion, finding 

Grimwaldi Rinns under attack; n’Gnung reported similar in Soi 

Long, and moments later, Forest Meade. Our defences were 

holding, but would soon be compromised. I could not find the 

bridgehead they had used to gain entry to our world.  

We needed urgent support; n’Gnung left at once to raise the 

alarm, and send our troops into battle. I scanned the towns, 

needing to know how badly we were compromised. It was bad. I 

brought in our sleeping controllers; ripping them out of their beds, 

and waking them in the transfer circle, there was not a moment to 

lose.  

I transferred Jien Noi and the staff from our home for security 

reasons, surprised to discover one of Gung Loi’s messengers with 
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them. He gave his report, and I focused immediately on where they 

had been. I panned west and found Gung Loi instructing her 

platoon commanders. I dispatched the messenger, needing to speak 

to her in person. 

Ju Lo, Jinnie, and Won Long operated our three consoles, and 

n’Gnung returned to my shoulder, ready to take over the Captains 

station. n’Gue and Barph worked with the former pair, their brief, 

to transfer enemy troops away from our most vulnerable positions, 

and into the killing zones of Barph’s soldiers. I asked the Seer to 

find the transporter the enemy was using; it had to be on the island 

somewhere. 

I needed to compromise the transporter cavern, but I could not 

get a lock, or even a decent view inside. I realised the preceding 

anomaly was no computer virus, but a stealth attack. Cursing I 

turned my eyes back to the screen, and could make out indistinct 

figures inside. I counted five, one of whom appeared to be 

operating the console. We needed to take it back, because as it 

stood our odds where five consoles versus one or more.  

I showed the image to Gung Loi as she arrived, before she 

presented her brief, my appraisal of her rose accordingly; I told her 

so as well. We worked at the Captain’s station, she identifying 

positions of our troops and the enemy. We were almost resolved 

on a plan to recapture the cave, when reinforcements emerged 

from inside the cavern.  

I needed to even the odds, and called Barph to us. I gave a 

twenty second tutorial on how to use a submachine gun, 

demonstrating with Gung Loi’s weapon: “Safety, on, off; Fire, 

single, multiple; Aim, pull the trigger; Reload. Every other hand-

held weapon works in a similar way; use your initiative, and they 

will be simple to fire, if not expertly control. The centre of the 

cross-hairs in the sight is how you aim.” 

Gung Loi and n’Gnung quickly got the hang of it, Barph was a 

work in progress, but he was close. With night sights and modern 

weapons, we could level the playing field. I panned to Grimwaldi 

Rinns, returning weapons of the fallen enemy. I showed them an 

RPG, grenades, and ammunition boxes for regular bullets, quickly 

demonstrating their use. n’Gnung understood at once, and enforced 

the point, “In many ways, ammunition is more important than 
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weapons, to both sides—deny the enemy ammo, and their lethal 

guns are useless.” 

Gung Loi temporarily transferred to the cavern on the shore, 

her first task, to transport the dead enemy back. The twins, Xi Xah 

and Xi Sai were sent to remove everything military from the 

bodies of the fallen, the corpses being temporarily dumped in the 

forest. Gung Loi organised collection of enemy vests, weapons, 

and boxes of ammo. She instructed small groups of her men, and 

later Barph’s commanders, on the use of weapons, peripheral aids, 

and combat armour, assisted by her four helpers. 

We were chasing the game, and needed an edge. I needed to 

monitor the overall battle, and use my pieces accordingly, just like 

a game of chess. I never got the chance, as the enemy started 

transferring our defenders into their own killing zones. The 

number of our dead rose quickly. I spoke with n’Gnung, who said 

he would reduce our losses, and increase those of the enemy. He in 

turn liaised with Barph, who set counter traps. We worked on 

disruption, agreeing that if the enemy were concentrating on our 

ploys, they could not transfer in more mercenaries. 

Gung Loi returned, “Guardian, all my troops are now fully 

armed and ready for battle. Word is spreading through Barph’s 

forces. Permission to retake the Seer’s cavern?” 

n’Gnung interjected, raising a protective palm in Gung Loi’s 

direction; “No! Guardian, there is no need to risk life. Transfer the 

enemy out of their dugouts, and take the cavern.” 

Gung Loi countered instantly, pushing his arm away, “We can 

do this; our troops need real battlefield experience. How can we 

improve if we are not allowed the chance, and this is perfect for 

practice, and honing our skills. You once told me, the only way to 

learn it, is to do it yourself, so let us do it. Please, Guardian.”  

“Show me your tactics.” We refined details of the assault, and 

I had her messenger stand by ready to report when the cavern was 

empty. n’Gnung crossed her path as she departed, placing his hand 

on her arm, and looking into her eyes. No words were spoken, but 

their heads imperceptibly nodded, as if to say, ‘Go do. Excelsior!’ 

I transferred n’Gue to the shore, to continue weapons 

collection and dissemination to our larger forces. Gung Loi set to 

her task, and placed her troops as we had discussed.  
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As she set to war, I took reports of other battles; both sides lost 

lives, we more than they, but overall the status quo held, because 

they were fewer in number. We reasoned there must come a point 

when they ran out of soldiers. Our theory was proving correct, and 

we were on the point of taking back control of Grimwaldi Rinns, 

the scent of victory in the air.  

Their transfers of our people had subsided, leading me to 

believe we were winning. That was before we realised they had 

deduced our tactics, and decided not to play. We watched in horror 

as fifty men at arms transferred to just below the Imperial Mount 

in quick succession. They dispersed immediately in all directions, 

some towards the Palace, and others into the city. They were using 

small groups, three or four men intent on creating mayhem. RPG’s 

and flame-throwers began destroying the city, and we could 

seldom get a lock as they hit and ran. 

Despite our best efforts, the highly trained enemy was 

overrunning us. The worst were the modern weapons, which 

brought death; there was no honour in slaying these innocents, the 

mercenaries were butchers. 

Peasants, stall keepers, all fled the capital; the same happened 

in other towns. The city was already burning, citizens running for 

their lives, some, women and children stopped dead by a hail of 

modern bullets; it was a turkey shoot. I yelled to Won Long, 

“Focus. Save as many of our people as you can. Put them 

anywhere else, and not together. We need Healers. Now!” 

The Imperial Palace had become an inferno of flame; Jinnie 

ripped her father and staff out as soon as she got a lock. There was 

nowhere safe for them to go, except Gu Long Dux, which had not 

been attacked. Meanwhile we worked to discern the enemy tactics, 

and made some sense of them. Barph was given new instructions, 

and our troops began to arrive where the enemy was advancing.  

Using the new weapons and wearing protection, we began to 

reverse their ingress. We did enough to save the suburbs; the city 

centre already awash with flame and destruction, our people lay 

dead and dying. Those still alive were sent to the healers, who we 

moved to the shore of the Outlands. I briefly spoke to Da Phai Nai, 

who insisted on leaving us to manage the making of a red cross 

sign in the village centre, her helpers using white lime and henna 
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to wash stones appropriately, as she stood resolute overseeing, on 

guard with stout broom in hand. ”They shall not pass.” 

Meanwhile… 


